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Quick Picks

• Working with image appearances – Smart sketching

• Geosearch and reverse geocoding

• Coordinate formats – Including USNG, MGRS and UTM/UPS
Image Appearances

- **No appearance**
- **signature**
  - Sketch on the form
- **draw**
  - Simple drawing with smart sketching palette
- **annotate**
  - Annotate photos, map snapshots and drawing
  - Includes smart sketching palette

Geosearch and reverse geocoding

- **Geosearch bar on map page**
  - Uses your organizations locators
  - Smart coordinate parsing (USNG, MGRS, UTM, Lat/Lon)

- **Reverse geocode with expressions in your forms**
  - pulldata("@geopoint", ${location}, "reversegeocode")

Coordinate formats

- Display and edit coordinates in Lat/Lon, USNG, MGRS and UTM/UPS
  - Configure in Connect via Map settings

Coordinate formats

- Convert to other coordinate formats with expressions in your forms
  - `pulldata("@geopoint", ${location}, "USNG")`
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